Histidine availability is decisive in ROS-mediated cytotoxicity of copper complexes of Aβ1-16 peptide.
The binding of metal ions to Aβ peptide plays an important role in the etiology of AD. Copper coordinates chiefly to His residues and produces reactive oxygen species (ROS) upon redox cycling. ROS builds enormous burden on the normal functioning of neuronal cells and results into deleterious effects. Recently, two structurally distinct copper binding sites with contrasting redox properties were characterized. Here, we demonstrate for the first time the effect of binding of two equivalents of Cu(2+) on redox properties and cytotoxicity of Aβ peptide. Our electrochemical data and ascorbate consumption assay suggest that in the presence of two equivalents of copper; Aβ peptide has higher propensity of H2O2 generation. The oxidation of Aβ1-16 peptide due to both gamma radiolysis and metal catalyzed oxidation in the presence of two equivalents of copper is inhibited confirming the binding of both equivalents of copper to peptide. The electrochemical and cytotoxicity study shows that negative shift in the reduction potential is reflected as slightly higher cytotoxicity in SH-SY5Y cell lines for Aβ1-16-Cu(2+) (1:2) complex.